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FINS ATTACHED
OUR GOALS
We believe in the preservation of our world's precious resources and that
through the protection of the ocean's apex predators marine ecosystem
balance can be maintained for the benefit of all living things on earth.
M/Y Sharkwater is a 133 foot (41 metre) vessel acquired by Fins Attached to
help achieve the mission to save sharks and our oceans. Fins Attached was
able to acquire the research vessel after a group of individuals, passionate
about saving sharks and the oceans, invested in the organization. Gaining its
own research expedition vessel will allow the nonprofit to expand it mission.
Fins Attached works toward saving marine animal life, sharks in particular,
as the apex predators are stripped of their fins to satisfy the demand for
shark-fin soup, a delicacy around the world.
Fins Attached is honoring the late filmmaker and friend, Rob Stewart, who
recently passed away while on a dive, with naming the vessel
SHARKWATER. Fins ATtached is also partnering with the Sharkwater Team
to finish the filming of Sharkwater Extinction

FINNED ALIVE
The apex predator of the sea are caught and finned alive, they're bodies are
tossed back into the ocean to die a slow death.
Reasons for Finning: Sharks are finned primarily to satisfy the demand for
shark fin soup, an Asian delicacy and status symbol dish.

FRIGHTENING FACTS
Many of the top apex predator populations have been depleted by over 90%.
Sharks are finned primarily to satisfy the demand for shark fin soup, an Asian
delicacy and status symbol dish.
Sharks are caught and finned alive, they're bodies are tossed back into the
ocean to die a slow death.
Without sharks, the result will be the collapse of the ocean's food chains.
This will spell disaster and disappearance of other species.
Coral reefs will die and oceans will become barren, filled with only algae,
jelly fish, and microbes; filled with hardly any visible fish.
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We're getting ready to set sail, but need
your help first! Become a shark
preserver and more today
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